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New Executive VP of Sales & Marketing joins Ultimate Risk Services
Norristown, PA, October 1, 2018
Robert Pignataro CEO of Ultimate Risk Services (URS) & American Compliance Systems (ACS)
recently announced that Frank Fazio has become a board member and Executive VP Sales and
Marketing. “Frank has over 25 years of diverse sales and marketing experience in growing
companies via direct and indirect sales, channel development, and online sales. We look
forward to him helping us to grow our risk reduction business areas of Workplace Safety, plus
Cybersecurity, Industrial Hygiene, and Employment Practices”.
“I am excited about the opportunity”, says Frank Fazio. “ACS/URS has created a substantial
amount of proprietary content and intellectual property that can be married with technology to
produce compliance solutions that are easy to use, affordable, and scalable. There are many
examples of the valuation premium placed on companies that have and can develop content.
ACS/URS has a huge portfolio of unique industry specific assets in its’ content that has
enormous potential for widescale distribution. I look forward to leveraging these assets with
various channel partners such as Insurance Agencies and Insurance Carriers”.
About Ultimate Risk Services
Ultimate Risk Services content is provided by American Compliance Systems (ACS). By
combining subject matter expertise (SME) with technology we created innovative Cloud Based
Risk Mitigation Solutions© like Workplace Safety, Cybersecurity, Industrial Hygiene and
Employment Practices. These four practice areas all include our 5 Step Risk Mitigation
Solution©. These solutions provide the same level of resources that were only available at high
cost to the few and gives a turnkey cloud-based solution that is comprehensive and affordable
for the many. In addition, URS also provides an ongoing way to continually measure that
actions are being taken on a consistent basis to avoid exposures, problems, and penalties cited
by many company owners.
About ACS
ACS, headquartered in suburban Philadelphia, with clients throughout the U.S., provides
products and services to help businesses of all sizes manage workplace risk and maintain
regulatory compliance. For more than 25 years ACS has received recognition as a leader in
providing outsourced Workplace Safety and Cybersecurity Risk Mitigation solutions. 1000’s of
companies in Manufacturing, Finance, Retail, Construction, Wholesale, Automotive, Retail,
Transportation, Entertainment, Healthcare, etc. have benefited from our solutions.

